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SEQUENCE OF WINTERS IN T H E NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES.’

By CHARLERF. BROOKS,
Meteorologist.
[Weather Bureali. Washington, D. C., Jan. 30,1921.1
SYNOPSIS.

A study of the sequence of mean winter temperatures since IS12
in the northeastern Unit.ed States shows apparentlv no ot.her than a
chance relationship four-fifths of the t,ime. The other fifth includes,
two remarkable series of alternating cold and warm wint!m, vith
almost identical preliminaries of a few moderately mild winters, an
ordinary or moderately-cold winter. and then a severe winter, whir-h
which opens the alt,ernat.ing series--srvere, warm. eevcre. warni. etr.
The opening severe winters in these t.wo srries were t.hose of 1Ri2-iR
and 1917-1s. Thus we examine with interest the records of t.ht.
winters of 187675, 1Yi7-7h .. -, l M - S 3 and wonder whethpr thc
winters of 1931-32, 192-23 .. ., 193-2.S Kill alternate rold. warm,
cold, etc.. a t.hose of 45 yeam a,go did for such a lonc period. A et.udy
of the weather maps of these wintera of the sevr.nt,ies and eightirs in
conjunction with those of t,he past few years and of tlie present iniqlit
show not only the immediate cause of these alternating winters, Init
also might, give u e a hint as to whrm t.o expert. our present. R e r i w of
alternations to rcaae.
INTRODUCTIOK.

The sequence of seasons has long been known to he
no& a chance one. Weather types tend to persist rather
than to change. European and American investigators seem to have established the fact t,hat a season
a preciably above or below nornid in temperature is
li ely to be followed by one to three or more scnsons
having temperature departures in the same direction.
Thus it may be that “forecasters” of mild or of c d d
winters who rely upon some biological signs in autumn
may justly claim more than chance success, though for
reasons different from those commonly advanced. Five
out of the seven winter predictions which came to me
last fall from newspapers east of the Mississippi River
were to the effect that this winter would be mild, according to indications afforded by birds, worms, squirrels,
I t should pay meteorologists to
muskrats, fro
compare f u r t i e r 5etc.
the types of tracks of HIGHS and
LOWS in autumns preceding cold winters with those
preceding mild winters and to correlate de
temperature, or other weather elements, in
October, and November with the character
lowing winter months, a t niany places. e

quarter of the United States, the winters alternated
warmer-colder-warmer, etc., in four-fifths of the cases,
whereas by chance such alternations should have occurred
in only two-t.hirds of the cases.8 The most important
single group of allternations involved the 12 consecutive
wint,ers from 1871 t.0 1883. A t Washington, D. C., New
York, N. T.,and Cincinnat,i, Ohio, minor alt.ernations
lasted t.ill lSS6, and at Chicago t,ill 1887. (See fig. 1.)
Such a sequence of alternating colder and warmer
winters was evidently t.he result of an oscillatory movement of the Nort,h Atlantic and North American “grand
c*ent.ers of action of the atmosphere.’JR When large
chrlnges bet,ween the characters of successive winters
occur on one side of t,he At.lant.ic, large ones are usually
occurrin on the other side as well. Places even as far
separat,e%as Paris and Washingt.on show this connection,
at least so far as the period with 40 w i n k s , 1872-1912,
is conccrned.“
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below the average) the next winter was at least 1.5’
above the average, and half were more than 3.5’ above
tlie average. Each of the winters following immediately
after 7 of the 9 winters more than 3’ F. above the average
was at least 1.1’ below the average, and 3 were more
than 3” below the average. An examination of the
New York City temperature data gives much the same
result,s.11 Last winter having been cold, it appeared
that the chances were 6 to 1 that this one, 1920-21,
would be warm.12
There being some smaller as well as larger alternations
in the mean winter temperatures, it seemed desirable to
make dot charts showmg the sequence of winter to
winter and of a first winter to the second one after. As
I S THE SEQUENCE OF WINTERS A CHANCE ONE’!
was to be expected, the lines of best fit on these charta
Perhaps we can get some indication of t.he character indicated a warm winter to follow a cold one, a normal
of a’coming winter from that, of t,he preceding one. In winter to follow a normal one, a cold winter to follow a
the last 50 years’ record throughout t.he nort.heast,ern warm one, and any winter to be like the second one
. Values for each winter obtained from the
1 Psrt presented in more detail before American Meteorologiral Swiety at Chicago.
average indications of the two dot charts for WashIU Dee.% 1920.
ington, D. C., came within 2’ F. of the actual winter means
.__
;‘sea Haih,
” ~ - J. von, 1,ehrbuch der Yeteorologie, 3d ed., Leipzig. 1915, pp. 6%. b30,
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‘See A~hmalw e h e r ru hets Mo. WEATHERREV., February, 19241, 4Wh: and
Weather by tule qf th.um%.All.Am. Mrt!. Sot., Aprg, 1933, 1:39.
Suchan lavestigation by Mr. E. H. Bowie, superviwig lomaster, Washington,I). C.
is In pr re&.
a Mr.? H:Yearr’s discovery that o en winters followed 9 out of the 12 unusuallv
mild Octobers in the past 50 years a t hpeu. York City should be enrouraging for fnrthir

work.

7111 this study the mean temperature8 of December, January, and E’elauary were
added t3wther and divided hv 3 The resulting “mean winter teniperaturcs” may Ise
objectedDtoon several grounb:’(l) The temperature of each dav in February h;, a
weight 10 per cent greater than that of each day i n Januar): a d December; 13) one
extremely cold month, which would give character to the winter as a “syverc” one
mlght have its large minus departure in temperature nearly or entirely obliterated 1,;
plus departures In the other two months: and G).wintcr westhcr i n Noveml)er, March
and evcn other months does not show. Objection (1) could 1m answered only w i d
conaiderahle Iahor. The refined ~
I would
M i n any w e n t not M e r greatly from those
used. Ohjection (2) could lie answered more or lesa sstlsfa$orily liy sullstitutini: rithci
(a) the numher of days with maximum temperatiue freezing or belcw, or tbl the dnydegrees of tern rature lielow freezing. (Cf. Angot, Alfred, On a method for cksuifying
winters, MO. ~ E A T H E EREV November 1914 42: fi25.1 h curve of (a1 was made for
Washington, and the values b’f lbl have &en phlished. I Abbe, Cleveland, jr., Wash-

ington and Pari8 winters illid. p 826-IjB.J On comparison with the curve of mean
winter teniperatms no & e n t i h &lTerencea i n the general fonns of the three were in
uridcnrr. olijeotion (3) is not important. A comparison of curvrs (aj showi days
with maximilin temperature freezing or llelow for December to February, in%sIve,
and for 1 lctolrr to April, inclusive, indicated that little was likely to be gained from +e
mldition of other months to December, January, and February. The answm to ObjW
tiona 12) and (3) are based un data for Washington, D. C. only, and thus may not hold
for mom northerly stations, where winten are longer. &e also, Winter t)
on the
Imia offirv-day teiuperature means, and On mild wintern, ihid., Frbruary l
a
:
loa.)
6 Ilesoii, L., On the comp3rison of metwrologiral datu with results ofchance, ibid.,
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in 67 per cent of the cases, whereas the winter nieans
were within 2 O F. of the average in only 42 per cent of
the cases.
An interesting circumstance in connection with the
use of these dot charts was that the indications from the
Washington, D. C., “forecasting” lines of best fit ave
better “forecasts” of mean winter temperatures a t s e w
Bedford, Mass., New York, N. Y., and even Chica 0 ,
Ill., than did the best dot charts prepared from t e
observations made at these laces themselves. The
reason for this seems to be that fvashington tem eratures
better indicate the general conditions contro ling the
winters of the northeastern United States than do the
temperatures at other places, a t which the local effects
of snow-cover, lake or ocean influence may occasionally
obscure general tendencies in the temperature.
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those outside the group compris
the less extreme half
of the winters), seem to be just w a t would be expected
by chance. Two evidences of a connected sequence,
however, are not blotted out: (1) Following unusually
cold winters (3’ F. or more below the average) the
chances are 10 to 4 a t New Bedford, Mass. (record
1813-1920), that the next winter will be above the
avera e in mean temperature. This percent e, 71, is
decide y higher than the percentqe, 47, o winters
above the average. The corres ondmg percentages for
the Baltimore (ad’usted) recor (1817-1920), in which
there were 12 col winters, are 67 and 45. Following
unusually warm winters the chances for a cold winter
are only 9 to 7 at New Bedford and 11 to 9 a t Baltimore.
(3) It does not seem likely that chance could produce an
unbroken series of 12 to 16 alternating colder and warmer
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serles of altmtjing winters in the northesstern United Stales since 1760. (NOTE.-The tem erature departures for the winters 198&1#S and 19lbl921 are those
from the average of the 50 wluters [I Daumher+Januarq.+Feffnlary)/3],1870-1920.)

The alternations in the past 50 years were so striking
that there seemed to be grounds for reasonably accurate
forecasts of coming winters by means of these dot charts
with their lines of best fit. Fortunately, there were
records for 50 or more winters before 1570, which could
be used as a test. It was disconcerting to find that the
indications of these “forecasting” lines would have been
no better than forecasts of “normal” for this earlier
period. Practically dl other like discoveries of alle ed
periodicities and correllations meet such a fate w en
critically tested.
On taking long records-100 years or more-as a
basis for statistical study of sequences of winters, what
have we left of the encouragin indications afforded by
the last 50 years? The num er of alternations, the
sequence of appreciable alternations, and the sequence
after the indimdual cold or warm winter (i. e., one of
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winters, and then 45 years later produce another sequence
of 8 winters almost exactly like that at the start of the
long series of alternations. (See fig. 1.)
HOW LONG WILL THE CURRENT SERIES OF ALTERNATING
WINTERS PERSIST

a

Something about what to expect during the next few
winters may be gained from a study of the weather ma s
of the Northern Hemisphere for the seventies and ear y
eighties in comparison with those of the past five years
and the present.1s The New Bedford (1813-1920), New
Haven (1780-1920), and Baltimore (1817-1920) records
were examined for other periods having a sequence like
those of 1868-1576 and 1913-1921, and but one was
found, 1800-1808 (fig. 1). In a qualitative record of
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winters a t Cincinnati, Ohio, 1788-1813, and 1817-1835
(when reliable instrumental records began), kindly comiled for me by Mr. W. C. Devereau, the period of winters
gom 1800-1808 is similar to the New Haven record.
(See fig. 1.) Figure 1 shows also the sequence of temperature (relative to average of last 50 years) from 1868 or
1870 to 1888 and from 1913 to 1921 a t New Bedford,
Washington, D. C., Cincinnati,
Mass., New York, N. P.,
Ohio, and Chicago, Ill. It will be noted that the sequcnce
of the few winters preceding the beginnin of the strong
alternations was essentially the same in t e series of 45
years ago and 113 years ago IS that now in progress, and
that the swings up and down are of the same order in the
three periods. It seems not unreasonable to expect that
the mnter of 1931-23 will be a cold one and possibly that
that of 1922-23 will be a warm one. Before we should
dignify such expectations with the term “forecast,” however, the characteristics of the weather in the early
eighties., and, If possible, in the first decade of last. century, should be compared closely with those of the present
time, to enable us to recognize whether or not our present
weather has characteristics of the yea? immediately preceding the break-up of the earlier periods of alternating
winters.
Perhaps b findin the common factors of the general
weather of orth merica and of the North Atlantic
1915-1931 we can get a preof wh the winters alternate, and
weat er of 1876-1883 what indimav be recognized as presaging
the end of our current period of alternations.
Even if we can not say for winter after winter what the
character is likely to be, we can say that immediately
after a cold mnter the cha.nces are two to one or better
in favor of a mild or warmaone,and that a period of ttlternating cold and warm winters which is general over a
large art of the eastern United States may continue for
sever winters, as cold-warm-cold, etc.
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CONCLUSION.

Our winter temperature data show that in the sequence
of winters are evidences of some control? and therefore
that studies of the positions of rand centers of nction
of the atmos here and their c anges from winter to
winter are we worth undertaking if we would havc swcessful forecasts of the character of winters.
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DISCUSSION.

By H. W. CLOUOH.

The paper of Dr. Brooks is essentially a contribution to
the question of the existence of an a proximate two-year
period in weather. Such a eriod as been clainied by
other investigators, notably &layton and Helland-Hansen & Nansen.2 Clayton investigated a 25-month period
which he found to persist with remarkable regularity
during the seventies and eighties of the last century, but
later on the periodicity disappeared.
Obviously i t is important to determine to what. estent,
these alternations differ in amount from what would be
expected if there were no relationship between one winter
and the following one. Besson has shown that in 1~ series

R
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1 Clayton. H. H.. .\ lately discovered metwmlogical ryclr. A n w . JfM. Jour.. vnl. 1
1885.p .130 538.
2 Hdmd-kansen 8. N8me11 Temprraturr variations in the North Atlantic OCe311
andtheatmosphere. Smithsohll Institution. Mise. Coll., vol. 70. No. I , 1910. p. 262.
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of N numbers there are
(N-3) si le rises and falls, or
about 41 for every 100 numbers. %s is the total n u ber of single rises and falls. It is necessary in addition
to determine the relative frequency of groups of sumssive alternations from 1 to 10. The formula deduced by
the writer giving the probability of a series of n successive
rises n.nd falls in series of unrelated numbers is approxi- *
mat,ely (i:)
Thus the probability of a series of 16 successive rises and falls is about 0.085 for every
100 numbeis mid the total number of groups of five or
more successire rises and falls is about 1.5 for each
100 numbers.
Applying Besson’s tests to some of the series of winter
teniperatures compiled by Dr. Brooks, the results are
shown in the following table:

(iy (iy-’.

Ids.

-fhicago.. .........................
I’incinnnti.. ......................
1i:rltiniorc.........................
New lledforll.. ...................

62

I

70
GR

103
107

65
M

II

45
40
Y
43

31
34
43
43

I t will be seen t,hat the number of crests and hollows
averages close to the theoretical 67 per cent for each 100
numbers. The number of single rises and falls is somewhat greater thaii the theoretical number for Chicago and
Cinc.innat>iand about the same for the longer series at
New Bedford n.nd Baltimore. The escessively large
number of nlterna.tions in the seventies and eighties
probnbly twcount.s for the excess in the number of single
rises nncl falls. This ii a unique series of 12 alternations
mid the chances are for one such occurrence in about
3,000 years if t,liere were no relation between successive
wint.ers. This se uence, however, is so unique that it
may be doubted w iether i t would occur R ain in 500 years
or more. There is nothing even remote y parallehg it
during tlie 140 years since observations are available in
the United States. It is hard to escape the conclusion
tha.t this series indicates some sort of systeniatic relation
between t.lw successive winters, but, on tsheother hand,
it. may be equally t,rue that the pa.rticular grouping of
event,s combining to produce t.his series might not again
occur in centuries.
There have been other groups of five or more successive
alternations at single stat.ions during the past 140 years.
A t Chicago there were two such groups of five or more
single rises and falls: n.t Cincinnati, 3; at New Bedford,
2 ; at Baltimore, 2. The only noteworthy series common
to tmwoor more stations was one from 1890 to 1899, comrisin seven to eight successive alternations shown at
kew bedford, Baltimore, and Cincinnati. Some of the
c,hanges were, however, less than 2 O , and changes from
warmer t.0 colder or colder to warmer, instead of chan ing
from one side of the normal to the other side. h e
series shown on the diagram (p. 72) in Dr. Brooks’s aper,
from 1804 to 1810 a t Cincinnati and New lfaven,
contains five alternations.
There are therefore, t,wo, or at. most t,hree, series of five
or more alternations during tlie past 110 years, coverin
any estensive area. The t,heoretical number, as statec
ttbove, is about 3. There is little, therefore. in this
sliowing t.o support the bheory of a sgsteniatic tendelicy
to alternitt,ioiis of winter tem erntures. The observed
tleriations from the t.heoretica number for L series of
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